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Ye can discern the face of the sky; but
can ye not discern the signs of the times?
Matthew 16:3
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v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) to Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 112 S.Ct. 2791 (1992) - has
once again washed his hands of all responsibility
for another's decision to put a human being to
death.
As Pontius Pilate before him, however, BlackThe Death Penalty Dilemma
mun will not escape accountability for twice
choosing to side with the guilty against the inno"From this day forward," Justice Harry Blackcent.
mun pontificated, "I no longer shall tinker with
Blackmun made a valiant effort to escape this
the .machinery ~f death .... [T]he death penalty excharge by offering a poignant and sympathetic
penment has failed .... [N]o combination of proce?es~ription of the awfulness of death by lethal indural rules or substantive regulations ever can
Jection. But he played Houdini with regard to
save the death penalty from its inherent constituthe death of the convicted murderer's victim.
Callins v. Collins, 62
tional deficiencies."
Only Justice Antonin Scalia, of Blackmun's
USLW 3546 (Feb. 22, 1994).
eight colleagues on the Court, called this sleight
. Blackmun bemoaned that "conflicting constituof hand. Not only did Scalia remember the innotional commands" had forced a death penalty dicent victim in the case before the Court, but he
lemma upon the Court. On the one hand the
chided Justice Blackmun for hiding from view
cruel and unusual punishment" ban of the 8th
that his decision to shut down capital punishment
Amendment requires the elimination of "arbiwould prevent the execution of four men who
trariness and discrimination from the administraraped and killed an 11-year old girl "by stuffmg
tion of death." See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S.
her panties down her throat." See McCollum v.
238 (1972).
North Carolina, No. 93-7200, cert. now pending
On the other hand, that same ban requires "afbefore the Court.
fording the sentencer the power and discretion to
"How enviable a quiet death by lethal injection
grant mercy" with due respect for the uniqueness
compared with that!" cried Justice Scalia.
·
of each individual defendant and of each case.
Scalia's moral outrage escaped notice by the
See Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978).
press. The New York Times story on the decision
Given the "irreconcilablity" of these standards,
Blackmun found only one solution. Individual
In this Issue:
fairness must prevail over "rationality and consistency" when "death, in its finality" is at issue.
Socialized Medicine
3
Thus, the 85-year old author and ardent deTruth and the Future
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fender of another line of death cases - from Roe
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emphasized that Blackmun had reintroduced the
constitutional controversy over the death penalty,
after it had apparently died upon the departure of
Justices Brennan and Marshall from the Court.
Three days .later, the Times carried an editorial
extolling Blackmun's position as virtuous and
dismissing Scalia as "callously" disregarding the
humanity of convicted murderers.
Is this true? Is the death penalty an affront to
the dignity of mankind?
To the contrary, the Bible teaches that the
death penalty, when imposed upon a duly convicted murderer, affirms both the dignity of the
victim and the dignity of the perpetrator:
Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his
blood be shed: for in the image of God made he
man. Genesis 9:6.
This Biblical principle lay at the very foundation of American common law at the time of the
United States Constitution. In his Commentaries,
William Blackstone quoted Genesis 9:6 not only
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Therefore, Scalia concluded, the Court has "invented without benefit of any textual or historical
support. .. two
quite incompatible
sets of
commands: the sentencer' s discretion to impose
death must be closely confined ... , but the sentencer's discretion not to impose death (extend
mercy) must be unlimited."
Scalia is right. The death penalty dilemma described by Blackmun is one of the Court's own
making, not that of the Constitution.
For thirty-five years, the Court has assumed
that the cruel and unusual punishment clause is
neither "precise" nor "static," but "must draw its
meaning from the evolving standards of decency
that mark the progress of a maturing society."
Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958).
This idea of progressive revelation divined by
nine justices on the Supreme Court took hold
with the ascendancy of Earl Warren to the chief
justiceship in 1953. By adopting this method of
constitutional "interpretation," the Court has be-

to supp_ort allthe lWwso sheddeth 11Ull'l 's blood, by 11Ull'l shall his blood come entangled
then umvers y
b
.
.
its own "web of
held view that
e shed: for zn the Jmage of God made he 11Ull'l.
subjectivity."
A. Bickel, The
murder of a human being deGenesis 9:6
Supreme Court
served the death
and the Idea of
penalty, but to defend the proposition that mur- Progress 45-100 (1969)
der was an unpardonable offense. Even the
The Court began to weave this web in the
King, himself, Blackstone observed, "is excluded death penalty cases in 1976 when it decided that
the power of pardoning murder. " IV Blackstone, the North Carolina legislature could not impose
Commentaries on the Laws of England, C. 14 the death penalty upon all convicted murderers.
(1769).
Instead, the Court ruled that "the fundamental
That America's founders accepted this view of respect for humanity underlying the Eighth
the death penalty is clear from the text of the Bill Amendment...requires consideration of the charof Rights, itself. As Justice Scalia noted in his acter and record of the individual offender and
challenge to "the Court's Eighth Amendment ju- the circumstances of the particular offense as a
risprudence," the Fifth Amendment explicitly constitutionally indispensable part of the process
provides that "[n]o person shall be held to an- of inflicting the penalty of death." Woodson v.
swer for a capital.. .crime, unless on a present- North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 304 (1976).
By constitutionally mandating subjectivity in
ment or indictment of a Grand Jury" and that no
person may be "deprived of life ... without due the sentencing decision in capital cases, the Court
process oflaw."
introduced a wide berth for the very prejudices
"This," Scalia deduced, "clearly permits the and passions that the Court had previously found
death penalty to be imposed, and establishes be- to have fatally infected the administration of the
yond doubt that the death penalty is not one of death penalty. See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S.
the 'cruel and unusual punishments' prohibited 238 (1972).
by the Eighth Amendment."
Since Woodson, the Court has struggled might-
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ily to ignore that its death penalty jurisprudence
is on a collision course with itself. Only Justice
Thomas has joined with Justice Scalia's conclusion that "at least one of these judicially announced irreconcilable commands which cause
the Constitution to prohibit what its text explicitly permits must be wrong." See Graham v.
Collins, 113 S.Ct. 892, 910-11 (1993).
With such a simple and clear solution so readily available, one wonders why there are not at
least three other justices who would come forward and join Scalia and Thomas to overrule the
precedents that are causing the problem.
The answer is that too much is at stake. If the
Scalia/Thomas solution is embraced here, it
would return the Court to the Constitutional text
and historic context in other areas as well. Even
the Rehnquist Court refuses to repudiate that part
of the Warren Court legacy.
The idea that progressive revelation governs
the meaning of the Constitution has become so
entrenched in the minds of America's opinion
leaders that any return to the original text is sure
to "flunk. .. the evolving standards test" and to be
dismissed as "simplistic," "callous," and "regressive." The New York Times, "Death and the Supreme Court," A28 (Sat. Feb. 26, 1994).
It is also considered "simplistic" and "callous"
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to revert to the original Biblical text to determine
the morality or legality of the death penalty.
Whenever one dares defend the death penalty by
citing Genesis 9:6 or Numbers 35:31, one is sure
to "flunk... the evolving standards test." What
possibly could be more "regressive" than to rely
on a book that was written for a primitive, agrarian society!
But the Bible was written for every age and
for every society. The Old Testament Scriptures,
especially, were singled out by Jesus, and by his
Apostles, as the timeless Word of God (E.g., Mt.
4:4,7,10; I. Cor. 10:1-11).
The Constitution, likewise, was expressely
written to "secure the Blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity." The governing principles contained in its acutal text "are designed to
be permanent. .. , unchangeable by ordinary
means .... " Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1
Cranch) 137, 176-77 (1803).
While the Constitution is a man's covenant, it
nevertheless is not to be added to nor substracted
from except by the approved amendment process
(Cf. Gal. 3: 15). Until such time as the Court acknowledges this fundamental truth, it will continue to create dilemmas from which it will be
unable to extricate itself.

D

SOCIALIZED MEDICINE
{Part 3 of a 3-part series.}
From the time that President Clinton first introduced his Health Security Plan to the public, he and
the First Lady have assured Congress and the American people that the plan will not be financed by
taxes, except for a possible increased tax on tobacco.
The Clintons have acknowledged, however, that the plan "mandates" payment of health insurance
premiums by employers, employees, the self-employed - indeed, by almost everyone. But they claim
that the benefits offered under the plan will be so attractive that almost everyone would choose to enroll in the plan, even if enrollment was not required.
Those who might find the plan less than desirable for themselves personally, the President intimated, would choose as a matter of civic duty to "contribute something to health care." While he
conceded that this "concept of shared responsibility" was also required by the Act, he expressed confidence that, in the long run, even these Americans would be better off. The President's Health Secu-
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rity Plan, Report to the American People, 120-25 clause of Article I, Section 8, Clause 1, of the
(Oct. 27, 1993).
United States Constitution. It is hornbook law
Following the Clinton speech, and Mrs. Clin- that Congress has no authority to enact legislaton's follow-up testimony before Congress, tion to "promote the general welfare," as such,
economists and other numbers crun~hers went to but must tie such legislation to the right to "prowork. While the studies have been mixed, most vide for the general welfare" out of the revenues
have concluded that the promise of more health from the exercise of its taxing power. U.S. v.
care coverage for the same or less money is illu- Butler, 297 U.S. 1 (1936).
sory for most Americans. E.g., Pear, "New
The Clinton claim that the mandated insurance
Analysis Finds Higher Costs in Health Plan," premmms are not taxes has been refuted, howThe New York r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ever,
by the
Times (Dec. 9,
Congressional
1993); Bradford
Budget
Office
& Max, "Health The Clinton claim that the mandated insurance (CBO). Even if
premiums are not taxes has been refuted,
the CBO view
Reform's Rating
Roundelay,"
however, by the Congressional Budget Office. prevails, there is
The Washington
still a major conTimes (Feb. 8,
stitutional prob1994).
lem. By requirStill the Clining the States to
tons have persisted, contending that the Health participate in the health security plan, with no
Security Plan is not going to be financed by option out, the Act is not a bona fide spending
taxes, and is not going to be implemented by a program.
The Supreme Court has consistently held that
big bureaucracy in Washington. Tactically, they
have no other choice. The American people are Congress may place conditions upon States besimply fed up with government bureaucracy and fore they may receive federal funds, but Congress may not force the States to participate if
the tax burden necessary to support it.
This political reality has driven the Clinton they do not wish to do so. Otherwise, Congress
plan into a constitutional thicket from which it could divest the States of their status as sovereign, independent government entities within the
may never emerge.
federal republic. Steward Machine Co. v. Davis,
301 u.s. 548 (1937).
UNCONSTITUTIONAL SOCIAUSM
Constitutional authority to enact the Act must,
From the beginning, supporters of the Clinton therefore, be found elsewhere.
Without question, the Clintons will turn to
health plan have contended that the employer and
employee payments for health care benefits are Clauses 3 and 18 of Article I, to support the
not taxes, but rather expenditures for insurance claim that Congress may pass the Act as a regucoverage comparable to premiums now being lation of interstate commerce and a law necessary
paid to private insurance companies. They insist and proper to regulate such commerce and all acthat both the income from such expenditures and tivities substantially affecting that commerce.
the outgo for health care be treated "off-budget," Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294 (1964).
that is, outside the federal budget. "Health Plan
"[T]he power to regulate" interstate comSaid to Clear Fiscal Hurdle," p. A4, The Virgin- merce, ruled Chief Justice John Marshall in Gibian-Pilot (Dec. 2, 1993).
bons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 (1824), is
By claiming that the insurance payments man- the power "to prescribe the rule by which comdated by the Health Security Act are not taxes, merce is to be governed. "
the Clintons have forgone any claim that their
The Health Security plan does not, however,
proposal is authorized by the tax and spend prescribe the rules by which private parties ob-
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tain health insurance. The Act actually puts the ployees, and self-employed consumers of health
national government into the business of purchas- msurance.
In the early New Deal days, Congress enacted
ing health insurance, by creating regional health
alliances with authority to negotiate contracts the National Industrial Recovery Act delegating
with health providers, collect premiums, and re- to boards composed of private citizens to enact
solve consumer complaints. The President's "codes of fair competition" and to enforce these
Health Security Plan, The Draft Report 60-70 codes on various industries. A unanimous Court
held this to be an unconstitutional delegation of
(Sept. 7, 1993).
This is not a regulation of commerce, interstate legislative power. Schechter Poultry Corp. v.
or intrastate. To the contrary, the Health Secu- U.S., 295 U.S. 495 (1935).
The Clinton scheme of regional alliances and
rity Act establishes a commercial enterprise,
namely, a system of health insurance consumer corporate entities armed with government power
cooperatives, with government power to coerce to "manage competition" in the health insurance
others into doing business on terms dictated by industry for their own benefit is just the kind of
scheme
struck
the cooperatives.
down in the
All of the
regulations conthe Clinton health plan is enacted into law, Schechter case.
tained in the act
UNCONSare only inciden- it will usher in a regime offorced contractual
relationships unprecedented in American TITUTIONAL
tal to these conSERVITUDE
sumer cooperahistory.
tives and, therefore, cannot be
The system of
justified as nee___J managed compeessary and proper means to support a system of tition envisioned by the Health Security Act not
rules governing commerce. Hence, the Health only sets the terms of health insurance contracts
and health care service agreements, it also forces
Security Act is unconstitutional.
No Court precedent can save the Act from this people to enter into such contracts and agreeconstitutional deficiency. Even the most sweep- ments against their will.
ing statements of Congressional authority under
For over 50 years now Americans have grown
the Commerce Clause have been made in support accustomed to statutes setting many the terms of
of statutes prescribing regulations of private com- their commercial relationships. For example,
mercial activity, not socializing the activity, it- most employment contracts are governed by statself. E.g., Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111 utes setting maximum hours and minimum
(1942).
wages. None of these laws, however, imposes a
Even if the Health Security Act is construed as duty upon anyone to employ a particular person
a regulation of the health delivery system, cur- or to employ any one at all.
rent court precedents support delegation of reguIf the Clinton health plan is enacted into law, it
latory power only to officals of the executive will usher in a regime of forced contractual relabranch of the national government or of adminis- tionships unprecedented in American history. Intrative agencies, the heads of which are ap- surance companies will be required to insure all
pointed by the President. See, e.g., Wickard v. comers at premium rates set by regional alliFilburn, supra, and N.L.R.B. v. Jones & Laugh- ances, not by the parties. Doctors and nurses will
lin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937).
be required to participate in the health delivery
The regional health alliances are not a part of system established by the alliances.
Every
the national executive branch, nor are their mem- American will be required to purchase health inhers appointed by the President. Rather, they surance, whether he wants it or not. Moffit,
are "state agencies" composed of employers, em- "The Gory Details of the Clinton Health Plan,"

If

L_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4-12, Policy Review (Winter 1994).
exemption from coverage by the Act even before
To enforce these requirements are a plethora it came out of the starting gate.
of civil and criminal offenses, including provi"In an extraordinary letter to Hillary Clinton,"
sions authorizing the forfeiture of property. This Robert E. Moffit, reported in The Heritage
prompted the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 16, Foundation's Policy Reivew, "Office of Personnel
1993) to publish an inventory of just a few of the Management Director James King wrote ... 'that it
more significant sanctions in an article appropri- is important the FEHBP population be given an
ately headlined, The Health Police Are Coming.
opportunity to see that the national health reform
But there is more. In his State of the Union is working before they are transitioned into it.'"
address President Clinton insisted that there
The FEHBP (Federal Employees Health Benecould be no real . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - . , fit
Program)
of
health care re- [P]eople will be denied health care if they are population
form if it was
deemed fit to work, but they choose not to do which Mr. King
not coupled with
wrote are the
welfare reform.
so. To deny a person access to health care, if members of the
A centerpiece of
he does not work, smacks of involuntary
House of Represervitude.
sentatives
and
Clinton's
welfare
reform
Senate,
postal
package
has ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' workers, and all
been some form of "workfare."
other employees of the national government. EnUnless people work, the health care program rollment of these members of American society
will fail because there will not be "contributions" in the Clinton health plan will be postponed until
sufficient enough to support the guaranteed in- January 1998, after everyone else has been covsurance benefits.
ered.
In other words, people will be denied health
Such temporary exemptions tend, like tempocare if they are deemed fit to work, but they rary military housing built during World War II,
choose not to do so. To deny a person access to to become permanent. But even if transient, any
health care, if he does not work, smacks of in- grant of a special economic privilege to a person
voluntary servitude.
on account of his holding political office, elected
The 13th Amendment prohibits involuntary or appointed, is a constitutionally forbidden title
servitude except upon conviction of a crime. It of nobility.
has long been held that forcing a person to work
Article I, Section 9 prohibits Congress from
to pay off an indebtedness is unconstitutional ser- granting titles of nobility. Alexander Hamilton
vitude. Clyatt v. U.S., 197 U.S. 207 (1905).
believed that this prohibition was the very "corIf a person is forced to work to become eligi- nerstone" of a republican form of government.
ble for health care, which the Clinton plan deems Federalist No. 84. Madison echoed this view
to be a necessity, it would be tantamount to the when he noted that this provision would prevent
establishment of a system of "peonage" and, the creation of any "favored classes" in America.
therefore, unconstitutional. Peonage Cases, 123 Federalist No. 39.
Fed. 671 (D. Ala. 1903).
St. George Tucker, a distinguished professor of
law at William anmd Mary and editor of Blackstone's Commentaries, pointed out that a title of
UNCONSTITUTIONAL ENTITLEMENTS
nobility was not merely a name of distinction, but
The Clintons hope, however, to bury these co- a name bringing with it a position of power and
ercive features of the plan under an avalanche of wealth.
By flexing its political power the FEHBP has
promises about the health care entitlements that it
provides. But there is one segment of the popu- grabbed for itself what no other lobbying group
lation that did not buy this and secured a special could get, because the FEHBP numbers among
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its beneficiaries powerful members of Congress that the ban on titles of nobility was designed to
who do not wish to risk loss of health benefits prohibit.
Titus, "The Law of the Land," 6
should the Clinton plan prove unworkable.
Journ. of Christ. Juris. 70-73 (1986).
But these are not the only beneficiaries of special political and economic entitlements in the
CONCLUSION
Clinton plan. If the Health Security Act becomes law, America will be populated by a
For too long, American presidents and memwhole new register of noble classes.
bers of Congress have passed the baton to the
First, there will be the insurance companies Courts when questions have been raised about the
who curry favor with the regional health alli- constitutionality of a proposed piece of legislaances. They will hold an exclusive oligopolistic tion. So far, that has been true with the Health
license to do
Security
Act.
[T}he medical profession Will increase its No one on Capibusiness,
thereby eliminatpower as the only licensed class to
tol
Hill
has
•
·
h C''•
la stepped forward
ing
their
71...,..,~
competition:
practice
med.lClne.
v rwer t e dnton p n to oppose the
Only
health only those physicians WhO provide services Clinton plan, or
plans that enter under it will be allowed to provide health any one of its
into
contracts
variants, as becare.
yond the constiwith the appropriate regional ' - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' tutional authoror corporate alliance are authorized to provide ity of the national government.
the guaranteed benefit package. The President's
The Constitution requires that the President, all
Health Security Plan, The Draft Report, p. 65 executive officers, and all members of Congress
(Sept. 7, 1993).
to pledge by oath or affirmation allegiance to the
Second, the medical profession will increase Constitution. It is time for the American people
its power as the only licensed class to practice to insist that their elected officials, and their apmedicine. Under the Clinton plan only those pointees, abide by the "superior paramount law"
physicians who provide services under it will be of the Constitution or be reduced to the private
allowed to provide health care. Through subsi- station from which they came. The very future of
dies and educational channeling, the number of America as a "government of laws and not of
physicians and the kind of medical services of- men" demands it. D
fered through them will be carefully orchestrated
by the government. Id., at 139-50.
Do we read the Constitution as essentially
Third, the government will increase its stran- giving the federal government plenary power
glehold on research and other initiatives to imto do whatever it wills? That's clearly not
prove the health care system, empowering a fa- the views of the framers, [and] clearly its not
vored few to determine how reasearch dollars
the views of the first 150 years of the
will be spent and by whom. Id., at 151-60.
country.
"Monopolies," wrote the drafters of the 1776
1he idea that the federal government has the
Constitution of the State of Maryland, "are odipower to tell an individual that he cannot
ous, contrary to the spirit of a free governmeent,
spend
his own money on his own health care
and the principles of commerce; and ought not to
is possibly the most extreme claim of power be suffered."
even in light of the New Deal.
The granting of monopolistic power by government licensure to politically favored insurance
companies, physicians, and other health care Randy Barnett, Professor ofl.aw, Boston U.
providers is the very kind of special privilege
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TRUTH AND THE FUTURE
by Clifford W. Kelly, PhD
Can America be fixed? Boston University
president John Silbur asked this question a few
years back, dedicating a book to provide some
answers. While Silbur proposed some solutions,
he first warned that five areas of American life
demand attention, including the decline of the
family, loss of moral focus, and the assumption
that money will solve all our problems Silbur,
Straight Shooting: What's Wrong With America
and How to Fix It, 13-36 (1989).
But the key is the Church. Both America and
the Church are being "weighed in the balance" to
determine whether or not they will be found "deficient" (see Dan. 5:27). The definition of deficient in the Hebrew indicates a state of utter lack
or emptiness, consequently, being in great and
desperate need of God. God begins such judgment with the Church (1 Pet. 4: 17), because the
nation's well being depends on her. This is why
Christians are to assay one another to keep each
other accountable (1 Cor. 5: 12-13).
The battle within the walls of the Church, as in
the larger culture, is essentially a war over
worldviews. Of the four reviewed in these essays -- Theism, Deism, Naturalism, and Mysticism -- one stands out as the most formidable future enemy: Mysticism. Why? Because Scripture teaches that the people will someday "turn
away their ears from the truth, and will turn
aside to myths" (or, tales and fables "fabricated
by the mind set over against the real and actually
true"). Cf. 2 Tim 4:4 and S. Zodhiates, The
Hebrew Greek Key Study Bible, 1990, p. 1857).
The Church, therefore, must first be restored
to her proper Theistic moorings in order to withstand this worldview assault. And it must begin
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with an orthodox approach to leadership.
Christians have been sold a bill of goods by
those who teach that power politics, world domination or material wealth is the way to victory.
Jesus taught a different way.
He observed that real leaders regard themselves, in humility, not lords or benefactors, of
people Mt. 23:10-12). And real leaders tell the
truth, and thereby keep them free (Jn. 8:31-32).
If America is to be fixed, the Church, not the
politicians, must be the first to repent. While 2
Chronicles 7:14 is frequently quoted by Christians, is the Church willing to be doers, and not
just hearers, of this Word:
If My people who are called by My name humble themselves and pray, and seek My face and
turn from their wicked ways...
Only if these conditions are performed will
God's promise come true:
{I']hen I will hear from heaven, will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land.
And what is the sin of the American Church?
The sin of Laodicea, which was the sin of moderation. Of all the churches, this was the only
one that Jesus considered spewing out of His
mouth if she did not repent of her spiritual compromise and lack of zeal (Rev. 3:15-17).
What God wants is a people, with leaders like
those described by 19th century educator Josiah
Gilbert Holland: "God give us men! A time like
this demands strong minds, great hearts, true
faith and ready hands. Men whom the lust of office does not kill. Men whom the spoils of office
cannot buy ... Men who have honor and will not
lie" (in J. G. Lawson, The World's Best-Loved
Poems, 1927, p. 238).
If the Church offers a people like this to lead
America, nothing shall be impossible. If not,
America shall remain, in Holland's words, a
place where "Freedom weeps, Wrong rules the
land and waiting Justice sleeps." D
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